How to get to Leefdaal?

**Coming from Brussels**
Take the highway E40 in the direction of Leuven/Liege.
Take exit number 22 (Bertem).
Then follow direction Tervuren/Leefdaal (N3).
At the first red light take left (streetname is Boskee).
Take this street to the end.
Take left and you are on the Dorpstraat.
It is the fourth house on the right.

**Coming from Tervuren**
Take the N3 in the direction of Leuven.
After the African museum you cross three traffic lights, at the British School, the ’4 winden’ crossroad and in Vossem at the Jaguar garage.
Continue on the N3 until you come to Leefdaal.
At the next traffic light take right (streetname is Boskee).
Take this street to the end.
Take left and you are on the Dorpstraat.
It is the fourth house on the right.